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SUMMIT  
HIGHLIGHTS

KEY THEMES
The first annual summit of the Disruptive 
Innovators Network took place on 4 December.  
This report summarises its key themes and 
keynote speaker contributions.

The customer is now in charge
Customers have more information and choice than 
ever before about competing services or goods.

Business clients are now acting like consumers when 
they procure services – the differences between 
the B2B and the B2C sectors are dissolving.

If competing on price is the road to insolvency then 
competing on the customer experience is the path 
to profit. Customers value speed and quality of 
transaction as much (within reason) as price.

Commercial growth and business sustainability arise from:

• quality analysis of data on customer 
needs, preferences and aspirations

• redesigning services based on this knowledge

• delivering – and marketing – the promise 
of a great customer experience

The big issue for public and non-profit service providers 
is that the customer experience has been neglected for 
too long. This is a key cause of low customer/resident 

satisfaction levels. Unless the public and non-profit sectors 
wake up and act, they are sleepwalking into obsolescence. 

What value does the public sector ethos have, 
if it is forever associated with an unresponsive, 
reactive and poor-quality customer experience? 

Given their experience of new tech as everyday 
consumers, how long will the tenants of social 
housing put up with 20th century services?

Fail fast and successfully
This sounds like an oxymoron – but is anything but.

A recurrent theme of the summit was that businesses 
need to innovate and this in turn requires experimentation 
which means that failed experiments are to be expected.

Every speaker argued that, because the learning 
from failure was a key part of the product 
development process, failure was acceptable. The 
key is to learn from mistake and recover quickly.

The trick is to have an effective system for monitoring 
innovation initiatives, closing them down immediately 
that failure becomes likely and undertaking a post-
hoc review which eschews blame and encourages 
a culture of ‘what can we learn from this?’ and 
‘are there any successful elements of this failed 
initiative that can be re-used in future?’ 
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Dr Nicola Millard, Head of Customer Insight and Futures, BT
Telecoms provider BT is the third biggest investor in innovation in the UK and has spent 
£2.8m on innovation in the last five years. It has an innovation campus near Ipswich, 
where Nicola is based. Her presentation drew on a recent research study involving 
100 business executives and 600 IT Decision Makers across eleven global markets.

Nicola identified the following 
trends in the Future of Work:
1. Digital technology – staff can now work wherever 

they are most productive but policy needs to 
be based on choice. Some people don’t want 
to work from home and younger flat-sharers 
may not have a quiet home work space

2. The rise of diversity – increasing recognition 
that a diverse workforce generates the ‘diversity 
of thought’ required to sustain businesses 
in a complex, diverse, market place

3. Death of IT security concerns as a major constraint 
on innovation. Businesses are increasingly recognising 
the need to create a secure IT platform that allows 
staff to use their own smart tech and consumer tools

4. Death of the noisy and unproductive open 
plan office. Offices need to be redesigned to 

allow for quiet thinking space and collaborative 
creative work spaces. Businesses also need 
to invest in face-time and ‘augmented reality’ 
technology to train an increasingly remote 
workforce and enable it to collaborate

5. Death of the long hours working culture - as 
employers realise that it impacts negatively 
on long-term productivity. Recognition that 
technology is overloading staff and increasing 
the expectation that they are always available. 
Eliminate emails and pointless meetings! 

6. Managing the risk of the robot – technological 
insecurity is rising in the work force as up to 14% of 
jobs can be eliminated completely and 60% of jobs 
can be partly automated. Businesses, staff and trade 
unions need to focus on maintaining employment by 
creative reallocation of the freed-up time – rather 
than just automatically making people redundant
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Professor Koen Has, Founder of Healthskouts
Koen challenged delegates to future-proof their businesses by delighting customers through 
frictionless customer experiences that go beyond – rather than meet – their expectations.  
Key highlights were:
1. Businesses or public services need to sell delight, 

rather than products or services.

2. To do so, businesses and public services need to think 
on a blank sheet of paper 

3. Innovation requires the energy and agility of young 
creative minds to be combined with the wisdom and 
experience of mature personnel to create a sustainable 
offer to customers. For example, the most creative age 
for males is 48 – not 25!

4. Future advances in healthcare require patients to be 
willing to share their data more widely (see below) – but 
the pace of change will depend on resolving issues of 
trust in respect of data protection

5. Take decisions based on data and evidence but ‘kill’ 
the idea of precise metric formulations of return on 
investment. These are always wrong.

6. Hire a Chief Customer Delight Officer rather than a 
Chief Technology Officer or a Chief Digital Officer – tech 
is only an enabler

Koen used the future of healthcare to illustrate what thinking ‘outside the box’ can achieve:
• Genome analysis – Koen predicts that in the future 

every child will be given a copy of their genome make 
up as a virtual ‘personal assistant’ which can be used 
to predict likelihood of specific illnesses, to enable 
faster and more accurate GP diagnosis and to allow 
doctors to make faster decisions about (for example) 
which antibiotics are most likely to work on a specific 
patient. Koen said that genome analysis is likely to be 
the biggest healthcare advance in the next 50 years

• Healthcare self-help monitoring –medicine that 
companies such as Aprecia Pharmaceuticals print on 
demand and deliver to the patient’s door ‘just in time’ 
by drones; medicine which transmits a signal to the GP 
or hospital to confirm that each dosage has been self-
administered; personal healthcare gadgets that enable 
patients to carry out at home every test administered 
by GPs; watches that monitor sleep and exercise and 
give out a shock if the wearer fails to take their weekly 
programmed exercise

• Healthcare behavioural change – Mexican train 
stations let passengers ride for free if they do exercise 
first, Roberts University only enrols students if they 
adopt a wearable device that confirms they have 
taken 10,000 steps per day, Nike in Manhattan gives 
free trainers to customers who have hit exercise 
targets, the Alpha Bank pays higher interest to 
physically fit customers, gadgets that help migraine 
sufferers pinpoint the triggers for their attacks

• Reducing patient stress – a free app which allows 
patients to track their appointments or treatment 
progress like they would a Fed Ex delivery, a free taxi 
that takes patients to hospital and back, hospitals 
that ensure that patients’ pets are looked after during 
hospitalisation, live musical entertainment in hospital 
waiting rooms; hyper-responsive end-of-life robotic 
care in Japan which makes it more fulfilling to die in 
hospital than at home.
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Panel discussion: Simon Devonshire OBE (Ex-Government entrepreneur in residence and 
business start-up investor), Seni Glaister (Chief Executive of social eating enabler WeFiFo) 
and Daniel Saunders (Chief Executive of innovation enabler and start-up investor LMarks)

The speakers fielded a range of questions on innovation risk taking, recruiting new talent, 
the key characteristics of innovative businesses etc. All agreed that by working with 
innovative start-up entrepreneurs, existing corporate (including non-profit) businesses can 
supplement their current skill-set and make innovation happen faster. Key highlights were:
1. The key tests when selecting a start-up to work with:

• Are they people with like minds who understand 
the problems you are trying to solve? 

• Is the start-up open to collaboration – especially 
the sharing of ideas and intellectual property?

• Are the start-up staff agile, 
passionate and creative?

• Can the start-up balance that staff 
enthusiasm with leadership experience 
of corporate decision making and the 
complexities of innovation implementation?

2. The characteristics of a successful 
innovation programme are:

• Know what problem you are trying to 
solve (not as simple as it sounds)

• Corporate willingness to experiment, fail and 
learn – true innovators view failure as nothing 
more than a step on the path to success

• Absence of dictatorial leadership – 
innovative leaders act with grace, 
compassion and humility and in so doing 
empower and retain their key talent

3. Don’t deter private entrepreneurs by a sniffy 
attitude to wealth creation. Accept that whilst 
your business may be non-profit, commercial 
partners who align social purpose with profit 
are the future of the modern economy.

4. When seeking to recruit staff with agile and innovative 
capabilities, the key characteristics to look for are:

• Passion, purpose, creativity and common sense – 
coupled with digital capabilities and the ability to 
deal with ambiguity in the operating environment

• Academic problem-solving prowess – likely to be 
found more in humanities graduates than scientists

• Willingness to work with a flexible job description

5. When competing for talent with the private 
sector, which can offer much higher salaries:

• Enthuse potential staff about the importance 
of the problem you are trying to solve and 
the beneficial social impact of succeeding

• Emphasise the value of social purpose 
in terms of job satisfaction

• Stress the learning opportunities and career 
development that the employee will benefit from

• Be a great employer and be able to prove it
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Charlie Gilbert, Business Solutions Director of Field Dynamics 
Field Dynamics is a diagnostic analytics consultancy which focuses on reviewing 
business field operations – with the aim of improving customer service and 
reducing operating costs. Charlie’s presentation revolved around three current 
projects involving predictive analytics in repairs and asset management.

Key highlights were:
1. Three biggest disruptive trends in 

asset management today are 

•  Electric vehicles (EV’s) – these are 
increasingly being deployed as part of 
fleet, but impose a ‘range inhibitor’ in field 
operations (i.e. 100 miles battery range)

•   ‘What if’ modelling – how many people does an 
efficient business need to deliver its goods or 
services? Where should these staff be located? 
Should staff be ‘in house’ our ‘outsourced’?

•   Predictive asset management cost modelling 
- based on analysis of existing data on past 
expenditure, stock condition and field operations 
already held by a landlord – to prioritise 
assets in terms of cyclical repair and/or decide 
whether an asset or a building element is better 
replaced than subject to continued repair

2. Most organisations are seeking to move into predictive 
data analytics but many are struggling with the 
shift – still being trapped in the (prior) descriptive/
diagnostic stage due lack of quality data and 
internal analytic skills. By bringing in specialist data 
analysts they can get quality predictive findings 
from even a small amount of high-quality data

3. EV’s are set to transform consumer demand and 
business fleet markets. Landlords urgently need 
to review arrangements for maintenance fleet 
operatives and tenants to charge and park EVs. 
How do businesses make the fleet transition from 
fossil fuel to electric vehicles? Field Dynamics is 
doing predictive analysis of future requirements 
for several clients – completing projects within 
weeks in order to generate ‘real time’ results 

4. ‘What if’ field operation modelling doesn’t need a 
mountain of data – all an analyst needs to know 
is which operative went where, when, what asset 
did they service and what work did they do

5. Field Dynamics is working with Lewisham Homes/
HouseMark on developing a repeatable predictive 
asset management cost tool – to be delivered 
via HouseMark for multiple social landlords. The 
methodology predicts future costs per property by:

•  Using an algorithm focused primarily on ‘free 
text’ comments or notes fields held over 
several years in CRMs or other codified data 
sources – focusing on words such as ‘renew 
handles’, ‘asbestos’ or ‘survey’ or ‘DHP’

•  Triangulating the knowledge gained from ‘free 
text’ with the landlord’s data on previous 
asset management costs per property
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Ali Clayburn – Chief Executive of Liftshare 
Liftshare is the largest car sharing enabler in the UK and has been running since 2003. 
Liftshare’s successful B2B operation funds a free-to-use car sharing platform for the 
general public. Liftshare is a business with a clear social purpose whose goal is to disrupt 
the morning commute whilst alleviating air pollution and traffic congestion by reducing 
overall car journeys. So far, Liftshare has seen-off a stream of new market entrants 
including Uber.

Liftshare has recently been voted the second-best employer in the UK. Ali talked about  
how to respond to new competitors. The key highlights were:

1. Learn faster than your competitors – who 
may be better capitalised and more innovative 
than you. The Lean Start-up by Eric Reis will 
focus you on the need innovate constantly 
and the agility required to succeed

2. Accessing and analysing recent customer 
data. Current/future ‘demand data’ is far 
more useful than past ‘activity data’ as 
a source of business intelligence

3. Redesign and improve the customer experience 
using insight and technology – work out 
what consumers want and delight them

4. Share as much as you can – competitive advantage 
comes from collaboration rather than protectionism

5. Deploy internal ‘disruptive innovation’ teams, 
working in competition with each other, to model 
the competitive threat and develop a new and 
sustainable business model. Failure is fine! 

6. Repeat every two or three years – remember that 
complacency is the biggest risk to any business.  
Do not ‘sleepwalk into irrelevance’ – a real risk in  
the public and non-profit sectors which are generally 
far behind the private sector in terms of the 
customer experience



Key highlights were:
1. Know what you want to achieve – drive the business 

with a ‘North Star’ vision, rather than focusing solely 
on sales and profit targets. Have a clear goal setting 
framework. Ensure that staff are motivated and ‘living 
the vision’

2. Know what your customers want – forensic 
data collection on customer demand is required. 
Standard population segmentation techniques are 
no longer adequate, building a personal history of 
each customer’s purchasing motivations is now the 
commercial target. Don’t let ‘I think’ creep in. Avoid 
employing or fire ‘blind chief executives’, authoritarian 
managers who act on ‘gut instinct’ rather evidence

3. Build an amazing evidence-based business plan and 
staff team - linked to the ‘North Star vision - ensure 

that everyone is rowing in the same direction, accept 
and learn from failure in product development, avoid 
a blame culture but be bold in tackling unmotivated 
‘bad apples’

4. Deliver your plan and stay ahead on innovation – 
remember that ‘what got you here won’t get you 
there’, compete on quality of customer experience 
rather than price. The key is to create a point 
of difference between your goods and services 
compared to competitors

5. Measure and feedback – review performance, then 
review latest customer data, then reset or confirm 
your goals and your ‘goal setting framework’, 
then innovate again. Remember that the future 
sustainability of your business isn’t just about sales 
and EBITDA – the customer is king.
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So there you have it, our first Summit all done. I hope you have enjoyed this 
highlights report and it has inspired you to explore what innovations, big or 
small, you can deploy across your business. I look forward to working with you 
further during 2019 as the Network gathers pace and undertakes it's purpose of 
disrupting and innovating the way we think about and deliver social housing.

Ian Wright
Managing Director of the Disruptive Innovators Network
ian.wright@disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk.  07946509322
If you would like to know more about the Disruptive Innovators Network and  
what our plans are or interested in joining as a member please get in touch.
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Founding partner Delivery partners

David Lawson, Managing Director
David is the MD of AO Retail Ltd – the online 
white goods market place. Key competitors 
are Curry’s, Argos and John Lewis. David 
explained how AO had disrupted the market, 
how competitors then copied AO’s approach 
and how AO is re-disrupting the market – using 
‘augmented reality’ to select and position 
white goods in rooms and (soon) advanced 
voice tech digital ‘sales assistants’ - to 
maintain its competitive advantage.


